
4. Key vocabulary

Extraction Removing a material from where it comes 
from.

Primary sector Extracting or removing raw materials, such 
as mining, farming or fishing.

Secondary 
sector

Processing the raw materials that were 
collected. E.g. cutting trees into timber or 
extracting aluminium from bauxite ore.

Tertiary/Service 
sector

The managing of the processed materials. 
E.g. selling  the furniture made from wood.

Renewable
energy

Sources of energy that will most likely 
never run out. Solar, wind, water, biomass 
and geothermal

Fossil fuels Fuels formed over million years from the
remains of dead plants and animals. E.g. 
coal, oil and gas.

Mining

Uses Environmental impact

Gathering of stone 
for construction.

- Surface mines 
destroy the habitats 
of animals and 
plants.

- Mines can collapse, 
creating sinkholes.

- Chemicals used in 
mining can poison 
the land and water 
supplies when 
processed properly.

Removal of 
precious gems.

Collecting metals 
used in various 
household 
technologies.

Aluminium is 
extracted from 
bauxite ore.

Wood

Uses Environmental 
impacts

Build furniture 
and houses

- Deforestation: 
when wood is not 
replanted, once it 
is cut down.

- Destroys the 
habitats of animals 
and plants.

- Cleared land used 
for cattle farming.

Burnt for fuel.

Fruit and sap 
processed for 
other uses, such 
as rubber.

Water

Sources Lakes, rivers, springs and reservoirs.

Uses - Baths, showers, washing machine, 
dishwashers etc.
- Irrigation and agriculture.

Safety - Filtered and mixed with chemicals to 
kill dangerous bacteria.

- Water that leaves homes through 
sewage pipes is cleaned to be released 
back tin rivers and lakes.

Drought - Climate change and growing 
populations means some places 
experience drought.

- Less rain, means it is harder to irrigate 
crops.GM crops

What are 
they?

Crops that have been changed, so 
they are easier to grow, produce 
more fruit or grow larger and less 
likely to die from disease

Why? Helps support those around the 
world, who struggle to grow 
crops, because of environmental 
conditions

Concerns - Focus on growing crops that 
can survive in that particular 
area, rather than selling to 
other countries.

- More effective ways to solve 
world hunger, such as sharing 
resources fairly.

Fishing

Overfishing Trawlers catch far 
more fish they need 
and not enough were 
left to breed to 
replace those lost, 
reducing numbers of 
fish in the sea.

Consequences Trawler nets kill 
many other larger 
ocean animals, not 
intended to be 
caught, as well as 
damaging plants on 
the seabed.


